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May 01, 2020

We are pleased to announce the launch of
SQrBlock Solutions LLC,
an innovative onestop destination for clients who want to
implement enterprise blockchain business solutions.
SQrBlock identifies and coordinates the development of blockchainpowered applications
for every industry sector. We deliver comprehensive solutions that include blockchain
platform selection, application design, product development, launch and monitoring.
The blockchain platform offered through BSquare Lab’s Square BaaS and Square
Ledger provides an intuitive interface allowing accurate, easy, quick, and costeffective
development of Dapps as a part of BSquare Lab’s proprietary DaaS (Decentralized
Framework as a Service). The seamless integration of legacy systems with blockchain
allows blockchain to be added to any critical functionality of existing systems. We also
enable clients to confidently navigate the legal, regulatory, and compliance minefields
associated with blockchain deployment.

Blockchain holds immense potential for
improving efficiency, providing realtime
information, and reducing costs. This fast
growing technology successfully drives
innovative solutions while solving real
business problems.
Despite the compelling cases for the use
of blockchain technology, many
companies are unsure how to use it. This
is because of the lack of guidance about
the technology, and the many
considerations required for its
development and implementation.

Learn how blockchain is transforming
industries, and how SQrBlock can help
your company innovate, in this short video.

We invite you to learn more about SQrBlock Solutions at our website,
www.sqrblock.com, and download our case study and overview of services.

Visit sqrblock.com

Read a case study on blockchain's
success in ensuring integrity and food
traceability for "certified" foods, and learn
how SQrBlock can help your company
implement blockchain solutions.
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